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1. PURPOSE OF THE THESIS:
The purpose of this thesis is to experiment
with form as it moves away from the
two-
dimensional surface toward a three-dimensional
object which possesses the qualities of
painting.
I I. SCOPE OF THE THESIS
Current trends in this direction would be
studied in periodicals such as Cimaise,
Domus, Art International etc., or bound
volumes
-
such as the work of Yaacov Agam -
as well as visits to gallery exhibitions.
Various media would be incorporated such
as wood, cloth, metal, wire, mirror or
plastic combined with acrylic or enamel.
Technical methods of using plastic would
be investigated. Hopefully, the finished
works would combine craftsmanship with
significant form having subjective signifi




Direct manipulations of the materials would determine
the direction of each work for the project. The
final report would include photographs of the finished
work with details of methods and materials used and
subjective interpretations.
IV. ALTERNATIVE PROPOSALS:
A. East Meets West in Painting:
Fantasy and mysticism would combine geometric
counterpoint in a three-dimensional approach
to painting.
B. Metamorphosis:
A series of flat, line drawings would be




Significant form in art must reflect the whole
of existence as we know it and transmit significant
meaning and interpretation. Picasso has written:
"To me there Is no past or future in art.
If a work of art cannot always live in
the present, it must not be considered
at all. The art of the Greeks, of the
Egyptians and of the great painters who
lived in other times, is not art of the
past; perhaps it is more alive today than
it ever
was."
Timelessness, as he speaks of it, knows no
stylistic boundaries. Contemporary work has followed
two mainstreams of stylistic thought: one stemming
from the rationale of Cezanne and the Cubists, the
other romantic, intuitive, and expressionistic de
riving from Gauguin and Van Gogh.
In retrospect, my personal artistic development
combines these extremes in a curious change from a
deep romantic expressionism towards abstraction and
a singular delight in what might be termed Minimal
Art. It reflects a search for the most significant
form to give expression to our contemporary world.
* Hunter, S. Understanding Modern Painting p. 35
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Undoubtedly this development also reflects my own con
sciousness of that world.
At one point it seemed incredibly important to
indelibly create an individual style. The romanticism
which I felt at that time is evident in QUARTET with
its expressionistic interpretation of a Shubert Quartet
evoking moods of rhythmic exuberance, humor and senti
mentality. The quality of caricature serves to identify
the members of the group , adding further to its romanti
cism.
It was not without a struggle that visual reality
was relinguished for more abstract forms characteristic
of the fifties and early sixties.
My concern was always one of form, color, shape and
texture. These elements, whether literal or abstract,
used upon a flat plane, create the illusion of advancing
and receding space. It seemed only natural to extend
*Kilbourn Hall String Quartet: Eastman School of Music, 1952
1. to r.: Andre de Ribaupierre - first violin
Paul White - second violin
Gabor Reijto - cello
Francis Tursi - viola
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later work into a three-dimensional sequence.
CHAPPAQUIDDICK
The first three-dimensional effects were made by
adding swatches of cloth to the canvas, combining
layers of thin transparent washes with hard-edge lines,
The black painting, CHAPPAQUIDDICK, incorporated this
textural element but reduced the color leaving only
the highly textured surface of wooden sticks, shavings
and coarse rope on burlap. If romanticism remains in
this work, it is due to the emotional impact of black
ness and references to the subject through the title,
CHAPPAQUIDDICK, which is a personal interpretation.
Superimposed dimensional textures are not new to
painting. In 1910 the Cubists added bits of cloth,
rope, newsprint and other commonly found objects to
their paintings, creating a new visual reality
- - -
a sort of "mind plus
matter"
ambiguity between their
intellectual theories and reality. Initially, the
Cubists attempted to re-examine the structure of the
new era, where scientists and philosophers had begun
-3-

to view the world in new ways, altering fixed concepts
of external reality. The work of Cezanne was their
inspiration for he eliminated vanishing point per
spective, and attempted to penetrate the essence of
form in all its spatial implications, whether in portrait,
landscape or still life. By this levelling process,
Cezanne negated the significance of all representational
subject matter. The simulation of nature no longer had
validity in terms of art.
"Through art we express our conception of what
nature is
not."
"Art is a lie which makes us
realize the truth, at least the truth it is
given us to
understand."
"The artist must know
the manner of convincing others of the truth
fulness of his
lies."
"That these lies are
necessary to our mental selves is beyond any
doubt, as it is through them that we form our




The next painting was actually constructed as a
shaped canvas. Although it has virtually no reference
to visual reality, it evokes an emotional and intellectual
response. The thin wash of black enamel over the surface
* Gray, C. Cubist Aesthetic Theories p. 155
-/,.
immediately transposes the long rectangular shape into
a foreboding form. The added lines of brightly colored
wire inserted into the wood frame create a unique contrast
to the base. As a subjective statement, it depicts for
me the pollution of the earth, a dead earth with arti
ficial growth. Even a gentle brush against the painted
brass protrusions produces a dull, clunking whang which
adds to its despondent artificiality. At the same time,
it has an ambiguous, pleasant quality. The various
colored wires in gentle motion gives a rainbow effect or
lyrical quality relating to the mottled wash on the
un-
prlmed goat-hair cloth. The animation of this work by
the spectator and his active involvement hints at another
aspect incorporated into subsequent works. However, my
intention here was not one of subjectivity. My primary
concern was the use of form and line as it extended into
space. The flat, two-dimensional surface no longer
seemed to lend itself to an honest representation of
truth about life, which is after all what any artist seeks.
In my opinion, all of life is a growth process,
modelled
and shaped, whether organic, philosophic or emotional,
and
I found great pleasure in giving plasticity to that direction,
-5-
The Cubists painted on the flat surface in what
Apollinaire termed the fourth dimension, showing several
simultaneous views of the same subject. The later
Con-
structivists built in actual three-dimensional form.
Their concern grew from a revolt against easel painting,
regarded as the idiom of the pre-industrial age. The
new medium was to be, not paint, but rather steel; the
new method not composition on a plane surface, but rather
construction in space.
Anti-realist work has a broad historic tradition
in Eastern art which penetrated Europe in the Byzantine
period. The Russian Construct ivists , Naum Gabo in
particular, did not hesitate to link themselves with the
Russian ecclesiastical style in art and its universal
tendency to abstraction. Formed during an atmosphere
of social and political tension before the First World War,
their reaction was away from any associations with the
organic, the biologic, the natural, and towards ab
straction. This tendency was spurred by the increasing
mechanization of civilization. It is interesting to note
that the two leading exponents of Constructivism, Gabo
and Pevsner, were exiled because their art had no basis
-6-
in 'socialist realism'. Their Manifesto of 1920 ex
presses some of the ideas which have significance for
my own work. In it, they declared:
1. To communicate the reality of life, art should
be based on the two fundamental elements; space
and time.
2. Volume is not the only spatial concept.
3. Kinetic and dynamic elements must be used to
express the real nature of time: static rhythms
are not sufficient.
k. Art should stop being imitative and try instead
to discover new
forms."
The universal cosmic dynamism of space and time
expressed by Einstein and felt by the Moscow Constructi-
vists was also woven into the de Stijl group including
Mondrian, A/an Doesburg, Vantongerloo and J. J. Oud.
Although the intellectual vision of such artists
as the above may be derived from modern physics, the
creative effort which the artist presents to the world
is hardly scientific, but poetic. The final interpre
tation rests with the spectator and what he brings to
his view.




In an attempt to extend space and involve the
spectator within this space, mirrors were incorporated
into the next painting. I did feel the need to limit
this space by defining it with thin wire grids. Each
of six sections of mirrors, almost invisibly joined
together, create a fragmented view which is another
phase of reality in terms of our consciousness. The
pristine white and very gently curving form of the
contoured canvas act as a cool foil for this seductive
involvement as do the 'don't touch
me'
wires. The
curving contour is like a soft breeze which follows
the air currents, and the sliced interior void extends
one's vision into limitless space.
When the traditional rectangle has been bitten
into or thrust outward, the spectator has an increased
consciousness of the ambience. Shaped canvases tend
to mix painting, sculpture and craft. This particular
work, as well as CHAPPAQUIDDICK straddles the line be
tween painting and sculpture. It acknowledges the limits
of negative space imposed by the wall on which it would
-8-
hang, as any conventional painting.
"The only difference between painting and sculpture
and architecture is that of technique. Painting
works with the illusion of space, while sculpture
and architecture work with space
itself." *
Archipenko called his three-dimensional Cubist
forms
"sculpto-paintings"
and thought of form as an
illusion where space can turn into form.
"Through the modulation of space, our conscious
ness participates in the creative process because
that which does not exist is re-created within us
in the abstract form of space, and becomes a
reality in our optical
memory."
**
Victor Vasarely has said:
"Painting and sculpture are becoming anachronistic
terms. It is more appropriate to speak of a plas
ticity which exists in two, three or many dimensions
We are no longer concerned with distinct manifes
tations of the creative sensibility, but with the
development of an unique, plastic sensibility in a
variety of spatial
situations."
The apparent simplicity of INTERLUDE does not neces
sarily equate with simplicity of experience or meaning.
*0zenfant, A. Foundations of Modern Art p. 305
**Archlpenko, A. Archipenko p. 18
***Popper, F- Kinetic Art p. 98
The Bauhaus dictum, "Less is more", seems to apply here.
The less there is to see, the more there is to say. One
could term this painting as Minimal Art. In a discussion
of this art form, Gregory Battcock says:
"...Minimal Art is not a negation of past art,
or a nihilistic gesture. Indeed, it must be
understood that by not doing something one can
instead make a fully affirmative gesture, that
the Minimal artist is engaged in an appraisal
of past and present, and that he frequently
finds present aesthetic and sociological be
haviour both hypocritical and empty. One
could object that this attitude is merely a
rationalization of an art involved with nothing,
but this is not the case. Minimal style is ex
tremely complex. The artist has to create new
notions of scale, space, containment, shape and
object. He must reconstruct the relationship
between art as object and between object and
man.
"...Minimal artists acknowledge both the
viewer and the space of the gal lery. .
.They
force the audience to an awareness of ex
istence that goes beyond the presence of any
particular art object... The Minimal artist no
longer questions - he challenges and ob-
serves."
Darby Bannard writes:
"It is part of the nature of these works to
act as triggers for thought and emotions pre
existing In the viewer... It may be fair to
* Battcock, G. Minimal Art p. 26
** Ibid p. 32
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say that these styles have been nourished by the
ubiquitous question: "but what does it
mean?" *
REFLECTIONS
The subsequent painting reiterated this involve
ment with fragmented space. The piece was conceived as
a precise geometric problem. A square base was used as
it eliminated any added directional confusion and al
lowed the attention to be focused on the mirrored space.
The end result is perhaps more a decorative craft, but
the repetitive elements also give it an order or rhythmic
sequence. The circular, al 1 -encompassing form is divided
in a universal theme of duality; one-half of the angled
mirrors reflect the interior color, the others reflect
the exterior conditions.
LIGHT BOXES
"It is the artist's duty today to penetrate
yet-
unseen ranges of the biological functions, to
search the new dimensions of the industrial
society and to translate the new findings into
emotional orientation. The artist unconsciously
disentangles the most essential strands of ex
istence from the contorted and chaotic complexities
* Battcock, G. Minimal Art p. 184
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of actuality, and weaves
them into an emotional
fabric of compelling validity
characteristic of
himself as well as of his
epoch..."
My interest now involved spatial
elements where the
play of light and reflection
become as important as form
and color. In relating this interest to more contemporary
material, I experimented with plastics, discovering its
intrinsic qualities. One intriguing characteristic is
the fact that light will travel the length of a trans
parent tube or cylinder and diffuse on the opposite sur
face. A roughened surface will accent this diffusion.
Translucent white appeared to diffuse light more evenly
over the entire surface. Some transparent colors when
superimposed create unusual combinations of vibrant
hues. Other transparent shades are enhanced by
polishing the cut edges, revealing an orange light, for
instance, on a yellow sheet. The flat sheets are able
to be formed and shaped with heat. The possibilities
of this material seemed genuinely exciting and far out
weighed the minor drawbacks of its super-sensitive sur
face and magnetic affinity for collecting dust.






1. WHITE LIGHT BOX
At first, artificial light was used to experiment
with a variety of plastic cylinders and tubes.
A
square wooden box was constructed to house the electri
cal apparatus and a white translucent sheet inserted to
transmit the light source to the cylinders adhered with
plexiglass solvent. Color effects were created by a
system of flashing Christmas tree bulbs. The box was
painted white to emphasize the clarity of the clear
plastic cylinders and pastel color lights. The effect
is sensuous and delicate not unlike electronic music
with pleasant, rhythmic sensations.
2. BLACK LIGHT BOX
A second box, this time painted black, was made to
accommodate four cylinders with orange lights. The
bronze, transparent squares glued onto the cylinders
accent the orange color tone while the translucent
sheet reflects an overall shade of pink from the same
light source. The effect here is also one of softness
and delicacy, but the color gives the impression of
candle glow and quiet dignity.
-13-

The use of artificial light is in keeping with our
technological age. It has been used as both medium and
message by such contemporary artists such as Yaacov Agam
in his Light Painting (1955). This is a circuited system
of tiny white bulbs that create linear light patterns.
Boyd Mefford uses electronic circuitry in an attempt to
transcend the spatial limitations of environment through
light. In his view, light is equivalent to time. His
sequences of light and color are therefore designed to
act directly on perception. Karl Gerstner's Times
Square (1965) is a flashing panel of colored lights
controlled by different light systems. Dan Flavin uses
direct flourescent tubes as works of Minimal art. I
recall Picasso using colored lights as pigment in front
of a camera, painting with sweeping strokes and gestures
on a time exposure.
Chiaroscuro effects of light in pigment gave
spatial illusion in classical painting. With the ad
vent of the camera later artists felt compelled to
explore light and pigment In new ways. The Impression
ists used a point? 11 1st technique to juxtapose dots of
color and create the desired tonal effect.
--14-
Joseph Albers notes that colors present themselves
in constant flux, constantly related to changing neighbors
and changing conditions. In visual perception he states
that a color is almost never seen as it really is... as
it physically is. This fact makes color the most rela
tive medium in art, whether opaque or transparent. It
also establishes the dominant role of light in relation
to color, for without it there would be no color.
Many scientists have tried to pinpoint the nature
of light. More than two centuries of experiment and
theory assert that light must consist of waves. Yet
Einstein's Photoelectric Law shows that light must
consist of photons, or bundles of individual particles
or grains of energy. The actual mechanism by which the
atom radiates light and by which light is propogated
through space remains one of nature's greatest mysteries.
In his "Principle of Indetermin ism", Heisenberg con
cluded that it is Impossible to determine the position
and the velocity of an electron at the same time. By
the very act of observing its position, its velocity is
changed; and conversely, the more accurately its velocity
is determined, the more Indefinite its position becomes.
-15-

The mystery which surrounds life, this source of
spirituality, is part of my artistic expression. I
have tried to combine this mysticism within a factual
statement by giving form and shape to space.
Fundamental in all the arts is the desire and
ability to give shape and definition to space, to com
bine the shape of space and the shape of matter. In
contemporary architecture, the exterior and the in
terior interpenetrate, and buildings become open and
transparent in accordance with our ideas of space and
light and in opposition to all that is heavy and opaque.
One of the outstanding pioneers in applying modern means
to the process of creating shapes in space was Frank
Lloyd Wright who emphasized the concordance of archi
tecture and landscape. In contrast to the romanticism
of Wright is the extreme rationalism of Le Corbusier.
In his first plans for a concrete house (about 1915) he
reduced the building to its basic shape: a cube open to
light. Later constructions rested on free-standing
supports, as though floating in space. The idea that
a structure could be riveted and spanned across a
skeleton led to the construction of cube-shaped
-16-

bui Idlngs. . .a style that was perfected by Ludwig Mies
Van der Rohe. Other architects, influenced by Bauhaus
thought, sought to infuse their buildings with a life
of their own, rather than integrate them with the land
scape.
PLEXIGLASS CUBES
My decision to use the basic cube of transparent
plastic was based upon my wish to provide a
non-
directional shape for giving form and definition to
space and to allow for the full penetration of light.
The superimposi tions of surface reflections and trans
parent mirrorings of the surrounding environment creates
an immediate involvement within this space-time phenomena,
An effective balance seemed to be created between this
mysterious element and the factual element of a basic
architectural form. The ordered rhythm of floating cube
within cube seems as pleasing to me as a Bach fugue,
where melody and form are repeated and interwoven. The
flourescent outline in these constructions accent this
melodic form in another key.
The open cube with its equal compartments of
-17-

various transparent colors and central flourescent cube,
is a playful attempt at light manipulation which changes
in a variety of space-time relationships. This quality
of movement, however subtle, has been incorporated in
each of these later works.
Max Bill tended to place plastic work in space, to
deprive it of its frontal static appearance in favor of
a visible mobility. For Vasarely, movement is in
separably linked with spatial illusions. Like Albers,
much of his work is graphic and has influenced many
artists to study purely optical effects of movement.
However, his ideas suggested that kinetic work could
advance from any plastic source. In 1961, a new group
of European artists, known as the Nouvelle Tendance,
dedicated themselves to the use of movement in their
art. The element of spectator-participation is of para
mount importance in their work. The combination of
light and movement characterized by the utilization of
light both as an immaterial substance and as a com
pletely self-sufficient entity
became one of their
principal methods of 'formation'.
Ad Reinhardt, in his paintings, pushes the visible
-18-
to the brink of the invisible in an almost imper
ceptible transition of color movement. These works
seem influenced by oriental philosophy where the notion
of movement
-- the trans i toriness of the 'floating
world'
-- is often associated with an evocation of the
sublime and the absolute.
CONCLUSION
The work for this thesis has incorporated the
daily movement of natural light, the polarization of
artificial light, the motion of wires, and the in
direct motion of reflected environment. In each case,
I would hope that the spectator finds a significant
meaning.
The general chaos of our age has perhaps led me
to seek a quiet, reflective order in my work. Through
the use of industrial -type materials such as plastic,
the direct involvement of the artist with the finished
surface is reduced. This reduction of an individual
identity is further achieved by
precise craftsmanship.
The lack of personal handwriting in the finished product
expresses a characteristic
reserve which tends to avoid
-19-
direct emotional contact. The purity of the idea and
the concept
--
the sublime and the absolute are left
to be experienced by the observer.
To project future work is difficult. At the
moment, I can visualize painted or silkscreen images
superimposed on plastic with perhaps two-way mirrors
in three-dimensional form. Undoubtedly my concern will
always be within a space-time continuum.
Franz Kafka, who wrote in a surrealist dimension,
describes a situation where an artist is intent upon
selling one of his works. From under his bed, the
artist pulls out one painting after another to show the
prospective buyer. But every painting is exactly alike!
I cannot imagine myself falling into such an abyss
where production lingers and
'art'
stops. It is my
hope to constantly extend my
awareness of life in all
its aspects, and from it to
create work which shows
evidence of this continued exploration and
gives ex
pression to my reactions
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